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The Introduction of SRI in Uttarakhand, India
Technopolitical Mythologies and Sociotechnical Flexibility

Debashish Sen, Harro Maat, Dominic Glover and C. Shambu Prasad

Cet article discute les représentations du système de riziculture
intensive (SRI) – un ensemble de principes agronomiques promus
comme méthode de riziculture durable – vis-à-vis de trois notions
clés du développement agricole : rendements, durabilité et
adoptio pa les ag i ulteu s. Nous soute o s ue est pa le iais
d affi atio s e ag es u elles soient positives ou négatives) sur
le lien entre SRI et ces trois notions, que le SRI a acquis des attributs
thologi ues. Co t ai e e t à l i te p tatio populai e ui oit
dans les mythes « des fausses croyances », nous adoptons une
perspective anthropologique sur les mythes en les conceptualisant
o
e des
its ui
e t du se s et oti e t l a tio . C est pa
ces récits que le SRI a été associé à des discours dominant le secteur
du dévelop-pe e t su la s u it ali e tai e et l ag i ultu e
durable et, ce faisant, passant sous silence les processus complexes
qui déterminent les pratiques rizicoles et réduisant le SRI à une
solution technopolitique. Nous soutenons que ces visions restrictives
du “‘I et des te h ologies e g
al o t i ue t à l écart entre
les o des de la s ie e et de la politi ue, d u e pa t, et les alit s
des ag i ulteu s, d aut e pa t. À l aide d u e tude de as su les
ha ge e ts da s les p ati ues d e se e e e t et de t a splantation de cultivateurs de riz dans le no d de l I de, ous
montrons que les agriculteurs utilisent aussi des récits
mythologiques, mais de manière beaucoup moins contraignante.
Les récits de développement en tant que mythes (au sens
anthropologique) peuvent aider leurs communautés à faire face au
ha ge e t, sa s u ils soie t as s su des solutio s p d fi ies.
This paper situates representations of the System of Rice
Intensification (SRI) – a set of agronomic principles promoted as a
method for sustainable rice cultivation – in the context of three key
values in agricultural development: high yields, sustainable
agriculture and widespread adoption by farmers. We argue that
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overstated claims in relation to these values, positively by
promoters and negatively by critics, endowed SRI with mythological
attributes. In contrast to a popular understanding of myths as false
beliefs, we adopt an anthropological perspective on myths as
narratives that create meaning and motivate action. The
mythological associations of SRI have connected it to overarching
development narratives about food security and sustainable
agriculture, which implicitly reduce the complex and intricate
processes of rice cultivation using SRI techniques to a neat,
technopolitical fix. We argue that these simplistic framings of SRI
(and technology more generally) contribute to the gap between the
o lds of s ie e a d poli o o e ha d a d fa e s ealities o
the other. Using a case study of changes in the seeding and
transplanting practices of rice cultivators in northern India, we
show that farmers also use mythological narratives but in a far less
constraining manner. Development narratives as myths (in the
anthropological sense) can guide people and their communities in
dealing with change without determining clear-cut solutions in
advance.

Introduction1
The history of the Green Revolution demonstrates how donors, policy
makers and politicians become attracted by the potential of new
agricultural technologies to achieve general humanitarian goals as well as
specific geopolitical interests (Perkins, 1997). IR8, the first modern rice
variety released by international research in the late 1960s, was soon

1
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Prof. Paul Richards, C. Shambu Prasad, Harro Maat and Dominic Glover. Fieldwork and data
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Maat and Dominic Glover based on a draft written by Debashish Sen, with advice and
contributions by C. Shambu Prasad.
The research was funded by the Dutch Organization for Scientific Research, Science for Global
Development programme (NWO–WOTRO, grant number W01.65.328.00). We thank the
People s “ ie e I stitute P“I a d Mou t Valle De elop e t Asso iatio MVDA ; field
assistants Bhupendra Bartwal, Dinesh Jayada and Pushpa Bhandari; the farmers of Phalenda,
Thayeli and Dakhwangaon; Prof. Paul Richards, Dr T.M. Thiyagarajan, Dr M. Kumar, and
Dr Willem Stoop.
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a ed i a le i e
its p o ote s, e e though eede s of I‘
ee
reluctant to sell science as superstition (Cullather, 2010: 173). Mythological
attributions conferred on agricultural technologies, this paper argues,
are an effect of the way a technology becomes embedded in politicaleconomic discourse and attached to overarching development narratives.
In contrast to a popular understanding of myths as false beliefs, we adopt
an anthropological perspective on myths as narratives that create meaning
and motivate action. They represent key features of everyday social
practice and help people to make sense of sociotechnical change. This
social-anthropological notion of myth offers a more insightful and useful
perspective than the popular, largely pejorative meaning to explain how
technology and myth are linked.
The popular understanding of myth is a widely held but questionable
and probably false belief; myths are fantastical tales, not to be taken
seriously but narrated for entertainment only. Anthropologists take a
different view. Like magic and rituals, myths function as cultural tools that
aid perception and sense making, by providing a common framework for
dealing with issues that matter to a community. Mythological narratives
convey moral codes and serve as background frameworks that give
meaning and purpose to particular rituals (Douglas, 2002; Kuper, 1999).
Rituals associated with farming practices create a cultural framework for
the distribution of shared responsibilities among farmers and rural
communities in order to ensure that agricultural tasks are performed in the
proper way and at the right time (Lansing, 2009).
A prominent connection between technology and myth emerges in
general development narratives and public discourse, where politicians,
bureaucrats and investors regard a technical fix such as IR8 as the principal
solution for complex social problems. The argument developed in this
paper is that a technical fix, when introduced and discussed in global
discursive contexts, gets loaded with moral codes that relate to key values
of the global community. A specific connection between technology and
development narrative emerges, which we describe here as technopolitical
mythology. The moral message is that the technology should be adopted in
order to safeguard the overall wellbeing and prosperity of the (global)
community. Technopolitical mythologies emerge around a wide variety of
technologies and in various global discourses. In this paper we focus on
Anthropologie & développement n°46-47 / 2017
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technopolitical mythologies relating to agricultural improvement for
international development. Technopolitical mythologies represent a
specific genre of technical fixes, the latter referring to a more general
reframing of social problems as technical problems (Scott, 2011). The
combination of myth-like properties attributed to a technology and the
strong focus on a singular technological solution or trajectory conceals or
suppresses alternative development pathways (Stirling, 2008).
We argue that technopolitical mythologies typically emerge within
global development discourse, whereas in local contexts the connection
between myth and technology has a different dynamic. In agricultural
practice technology is connected to myth through rituals associated with
farm operations. Changes in technology may interfere with ritual practices
and mythical beliefs. This interference can be dealt with pragmatically by
adjusting the ritual or the technology, or both. Mythological narratives
convey general guidance on how to accommodate such change, often
through ambiguous metaphors, within an overall social and cultural
framework that focuses on bringing prosperity to individuals and the
community. Hence, we argue that myths (as cultural tools) and farm
operations (as mundane and practical tools) are complementary. In this
paper we examine the ways in which rice cultivation technology is
connected to myths through technopolitical mythology as well as practicerelated rituals. We develop this argument through the lens of the System
of Rice Intensification (SRI), a cultivation method that has been portrayed
in Asia and other parts of the world as a yield-enhancing and input-saving
innovation in rice production, but also contested as a false narrative based
on bad science (Berkhout et al., 2015; Glover, 2011b).
We describe how SRI has attained myth-like characteristics, influenced
by the process of contestation between its promoters and its critics.
Representations of SRI in relation to three key values in agricultural
development – high yields, sustainable agriculture and wide distribution –
resulted in overstated claims among SRI promoters and accusations of
creating false promises by SRI critics. This contestation contributed to the
myth-like status by magnifying and exaggerating certain claims, both
negative and positive. The claims and accusations circulated principally
among researchers and development agencies and we show that they can
be related to more general development narratives about changes in
104
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agricultural practice and technology. These framings contribute to the gap
et ee the o ld of s ie e a d poli o o e ha d a d fa e s ealities
on the other. Using a case study of changes in the seeding and
transplanting practices of rice farmers in northern India, we show these
practices were also associated with mythical stories but in a far less
constraining manner. These insights contain an important lesson that
development narratives, functioning as myths in the anthropological sense,
may be used as guides that help people to deal with change without
determining specific solutions.
We show how the three contested values of SRI – high yields,
sustainable agriculture and wide distribution – relate to two broader and
overarching narratives of agricultural development, one about food
security and the other about sustainable agriculture. We argue that these
associations help to frame SRI as a technopolitical mythology. We then
look at the way rice farmers in a mountainous area of Uttarakhand, India,
responded to the introduction of SRI. We show that mythological stories
also guided the farmers when they assessed the kinds of practical and
organisational changes entailed by the introduction of SRI. The connections
between myth, agricultural practice and technology reveal a different
de elop e t a ati e, o e ed p i a il ith the o
u it s sha ed
interest in a good harvest.
The essence of our argument is that newly introduced technologies
such as SRI are assessed by farmers on their potential to contribute to
improvements of existing agricultural operations, and applied in a flexible
way. In the communities we studied, SRI was adjusted and reworked by
the farmers to fit into the local rice farming system. The connection
between SRI as a technopolitical mythology within global discourse, and
SRI as a set of farming practices applied flexibly at the local level by rice
growers, seems distant at first glance. Villages in Uttarakhand seem
detached from the scientific disputes, media debates and abstract policy
deliberations that have emerged around SRI at the international level.
However, remote Himalayan villages are connected to the Indian
political economy, for example through (national) regulations, ministerial
programmes and trade connections. Interventions by government agencies
and NGOs and other actors have direct impacts in these areas. Our paper
concludes by arguing for an allegorical understanding of development
Anthropologie & développement n°46-47 / 2017
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narratives, which can be used as e i de s that i oke ke o
u it
values, rather than devices to drive the adoption and application of new
technology in a preconceived manner.

SRI as technology and myth
The System of Rice Intensification is an agro-ecological cultivation method
comprising a suite of recommended crop and field management practices.
The central principle of SRI is to enhance healthy growth by allowing more
space for individual rice plants and optimising soil aeration, irrigation and
nutrient uptake. By applying SRI practices, farmers can save on material
inputs without loss of yields. Considerably higher yields are possible with
SRI compared to traditional practices, and farmers can also benefit from
reducing input costs, particularly through water saving. The SRI practices
differ from conventional lowland (wet) rice cultivation methods in
several respects. They include transplanting seedlings when they are about
8–15 days old (roughly half the usual seedling age), in a widely spaced grid
pattern often specified as 25 by 25 centimetres. Farmers are advised to use
much less water compared to typical fully inundated paddy cultivation, in
order to create moist soil conditions that allow more aeration of the root
zone. The preferred form of weed control under SRI is by mechanical
rotary weeders, which churn the soil and trample weeds into the mud,
adding to soil organic matter. Additional organic manure, typically
composted mixtures of animal manure and crop residues, is also
recommended. The combination of these practices is believed by its
supporters to stimulate or exploit a synergetic effect that multiplies the
individual benefit of each of the SRI principles, to produce exceptionally
high yields (Uphoff, 1999, 2003, 2013; Uphoff et al., 2009, 2015; Thakur et
al., 2009; Berkhout et al., 2015).
The SRI principles were first compiled in Madagascar during the 1980s
by Fr. Henri de Laulanié, a Jesuit priest trained in agronomy. Laulanié
founded the Association Tefy Saina to promote SRI among Malagasy
farmers (Glover, 2011a). Laulanié wrote about his methods (Laulanié,
1993) but SRI was largely unknown to the rest of the world until 1999
when publications by Norman Uphoff (1999, 2003) and Willem Stoop
(2002) began to present SRI to the scientific community. The SRI method
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was spread largely through networks of civil society and non-governmental
organisations (CSOs and NGOs), facilitated by Uphoff and the Cornell
International Institute of Food Agriculture and Development (CIIFAD),
which Uphoff led until 2005. Many rural development NGOs have taken up
SRI within their programmes and have promoted the method to an
estimated 10 million farmers across 50 countries, who together are
estimated to be cultivating about four million hectares of rice. SRI-related
activity is present most prominently in China, India, Vietnam, Indonesia
and Cambodia (Kassam et. al., 2011; Uphoff et. al., 2015).
Th ee lai s o t i uted i pa ti ula to “‘I s
th-like properties at
the centre of a scientific controversy: super high yields, a synergetic
growth mechanism, and its wide adoption by farmers. The first two claims
came in for particular criticism (Surridge, 2004). More than a decade ago,
SRI was fiercely attacked by some rice scientists during an episode
characterised by Shambu Prasad (2009) as the i e a s . Some of the
iti s e e de ou ed “‘I as a ag o o i UFO o U o fi ed Field
O se atio “i lai a d Cass a ,
. The o t o e s pla ed out i
part as a clash of institutions, between the alternative agro-ecological
networks promoting SRI on one hand and the formal research institutes of
rice science, governments and international donors on the other. However,
statements from the director of the World Bank and government officials
from India have supported the high yield potential of SRI (Glover, 2011b
and 2014).
C op ields a e li ited to a theo eti al a i u k o
as the ield
eili g . The i e ield eili g lies i the a ge of –20 tons per hectare
(Duwayri et. al., 2000; Laborte et al., 2012). Although yields within this
range are occasionally measured under experimental conditions, they can
only be achieved with high input costs. In 2002, Tefy Saina member
Sebastian Rafaralahy (2002) first reported yields from SRI fields in
Madagascar of more than 20 tons per hectare. ‘afa alah s pape did ot
appear in a scientific journal but the figure was cited by others in peerreviewed publications, triggering fierce responses from rice scientists who
ha a te ised su h a ou ts as fa tasti o
o se se “u idge,
;
Sinclair and Cassman, 2004; Sheehy et al., 2005). Subsequently, high yield
claims from SRI continued to emerge from time to time, although very
rarely at levels surpassing the yield ceiling. In India such claims have been
Anthropologie & développement n°46-47 / 2017
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made not only by SRI farmers or NGOs promoting SRI but also by
government officials, and frequently reported in the (English-language)
national press (Basu and Leeuwis, 2012).
The second element contributing to the dismissal of SRI as a myth (in
the popular sense of the word) is the claim that the individual SRI
principles operate together with a synergetic effect. Besides serving as a
proposed explanation for very high yields, the synergy argument also
included a methodological critique of the way field experiments are
designed, in particular the focus on singular cause—effect relations in crop
growth. Although testing interactions between multiple factors is possible
in principle, experiments of this kind are difficult to design and perform,
and the levels of uncertainty in their results are typically high. The few
studies investigating the potential synergies among the SRI practices failed
to provide a solid confirmation (Berkhout et al., 2015). An underlying
critique about inappropriate experimental designs did not result in
improved methods for studying the claimed synergies. Indeed, some of the
high yield claims made by SRI promoters were based on straightforward
single-factor experiments, which the synergy claim implied were invalid
(Maat and Glover, 2012). These complications made it hard for SRI
proponents to substantiate the synergy claims with scientific evidence.
However, for the same reasons it has been equally hard to refute the
synergy argument. The possible synergetic effect thus remains an unknown
quantity – the kind of mystery that would not be out of place in a mythical
story.
An implication of the synergy claim, which relates to the third
mythological component – the contested rate and extent of SRI adoption
among farmers – is the implicit framing of SRI as a fixed technology
package. This follows from the argument that SRI methods can produce
very high rice yields due to a synergetic effect, which implies that farmers
are best served by taking up the full set of SRI components. However,
many SRI proponents have strongly resisted the notion that SRI is a fixed
technology or technological package. A prime reason for this is to avoid
o pa iso s ith the te h olog pa kages of the G ee ‘e olutio ,
which incorporated improved seeds, fertiliser and irrigation. To escape
this associatio , the te
te h olog is ostl a oided i the “‘I
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lite atu e, he e autho s p efe te s su h as st ateg , p i iples o
ethodolog e.g. Uphoff, 1999, 2003).
For any technology to travel successfully from one setting to
another requires a distillation of its key features into a simplified form.
Latou
alled this the eatio of a i
uta le o ile , aki g the
point that it is the logistics of distribution rather than the conception in
offices or laboratories that determine the ultimate success or failure of
science and technology. This was done with the agro-ecological principles
of SRI that Henri de Laulanié developed, which were simplified and
codified into a list of component practices for easier communication and
translation, so that they could be carried to new sites. The packaging of the
SRI principles is what makes the method distinctive, recognizable and
transferable from one site to another (Glover, 2011a).
However, a technology package is not completely immutable, since in
fact it needs to be unpacked and reconfigured to make it work in new
places (Glover et. al., 2017). The fact that farmers can select from among
the principles, and adapt each of the component practices to suit their own
circumstances, enables rather than obstructs the transferability of the SRI
package. But the decomposability of SRI has led to disputes and confusion
over the question of when a farmer or community can be said to have
adopted the e
ethod. Nu e ous field studies ha e o fi ed that
farmers rarely adopt all the SRI principles (Glover, 2011b and 2011c; Noltze
et al., 2012; Ly et al., 2012; Palanisami et al., 2013; Sen, 2015). Critics
complain that this kind of flexible application of the SRI principles by
farmers makes it nearly impossible to assess the spread of SRI, and
therefore all claims about its wide distribution are hard to verify. In recent
years SRI promotion materials tend to put more emphasis on flexible
adaptation (Glover, 2014), thereby not only acknowledging the way
farmers seem to adapt the SRI principles but at the same time making it
ha d to spe if hat ou ts as a “‘I field o “‘I fa e . I this espe t
the SRI phenomenon and its supporters seem to challenge another core
value among crop scientists and agricultural extension agencies, often
la elled as diffusio , s ali g-up o i pa t .
Our point in this section is that myth-like attributes are bestowed on
technologies though they have little to do with the technical features of
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the technology itself. Mythical attributions are an effect of the interactions
between development narratives and technology. SRI acquired these
features (with both positive and negative aspects) largely because its story
of success – i.e. the spread of a technology delivering high yields through a
synergetic combination of several technical components – touched upon
core narratives of agronomic research for global development and food
security. This made its claims sensitive and therefore they were contested.
As a o se ue e, “‘I s p ofile as a technopolitical mythology grew. In
pa ti ula , “‘I a e to e u de stood as a o t o e sial te h olog
propelled from below by grassroots activism and NGOs, but resisted by the
incumbent powers of agricultural science. These narrative trajectories,
populated by heroes and villains, are often attached to science-based
agricultural improvements, including the mentioned example of IR8,
i a le i e . A othe , o e e e t e a ple, ith d a i s e si ila to
SRI, is Conservation Agriculture (Andersson and Giller, 2012; Giller et.al.,
2009).

Technological change and myth
Myths have a practical function, not just as stories but as cultural tools.
Myths, through language, have an impact on everyday situations and
human action (Weiner, 1994). They provide guidelines for understanding
events and dealing with unfamiliar situations. Rather than reproducing and
stabilising the status quo, a myth works through narrative to rationalise
disturbances in everyday life and provide incentives for people not to
dismiss change. Myths thus play a somewhat paradoxical role of
maintaining social order by challenging the tendency to accept things just
as they are.
Ea h sto p o ides a i sight, a o li ue a d o el pe spe ti e
that disabuses us from the normal, everyday habit of taking our
world, our descriptions of it, our way of acting in it, and our beliefs
as true, natural and self-e ide t Wei e ,
:
; f. Kupe ,
1999).

This perspective on myth allows anthropologists to observe how
communities create linkages between supra-natural cosmology, occasions
of mythical story-telling or rituals that refer to this cosmology, and
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practical events. By the retelling of a mythical story and through the
enactment of rituals, linkages are established between myth and everyday
practice.
The introduction of new technological options disrupts existing
routines. Development narratives are like myths, which put this disruption
into a particular perspective, making it acceptable and even desirable (Roe,
1991). Development narratives share with myths a broad cosmological
perspective and an outspoken moral orientation. The general structure of
myths is typically a binary storyline presenting one or more linked
opposites (Kuper, 1999; Prince, 2003: 56). In the case of technology the
binary choice is either to reject the technological change, which leads to
destruction and misery, or to embrace the innovation, which leads to
prosperity and wellbeing.
What are the overarching mythological narratives underlying the SRI
claims, leading some to consider it magic and others to call it blasphemy?
We identify two such narratives. The first is the food security narrative.
This storyline portrays population growth as a threat to humanity, leading
inevitably to mass starvation unless serious action is undertaken to secure
appropriate quantities of food. This Malthusian narrative was given a
hopeful response in the twentieth century, when economists and
ecologists argued that suitable policies and programmes could prevent
population growth from leading to food scarcity. This line of thinking was
tied to development and agricultural research through the Rockefeller
Fou datio s Me i a Ag i ultu al P og a i the
s Pe ki s,
;
Harwood, 2012). In the same period, population growth and food scarcity
were being linked to another major threat of that time, Communism, felt
most acutely in Asia. India was a top priority for the Rockefeller Foundation
and the American government to develop new programmes on food aid
and agronomic research (Perkins, 1997: 138; Cullather, 2010: 135).
These programmes resulted in what came to be known as the Green
Revolution. The connections between agricultural science, development
policy and Cold War politics reinforced the narrative of food security as a
national and global security issue. Unless the granaries were filled, political
instability and Communist-inspired revolt would destroy nations and shift
the Cold War balance of power. Technological change addressing food
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security therefore became a national security issue suitable for strong
government intervention. To gain traction in this area, governments
required standardised quantitative units (Porter, 1995). Technocrats
including physicians and economists:
o eptuall olled all o
odities, all fa s i to one big farm and
all markets into an aggregate national or even world market, as if
all people e e d a i g p o isio s f o a si gle la de Cullathe ,
2010: 13).

The calorie became the main unit for food security assessment, while
for farm output the net weight of production per farm unit, in metric tons
per hectare, became the standard. These administrative indices became
prime measures for evaluating the success of technological change in
agriculture.
The prioritisation of plant breeding within the Green Revolution, to
increase crop yields and farm output, was deemed the right kind of
technological change to respond to the food security narrative. It was
through increasing food production, much more than the humanitarian
narrative of poverty alleviation, that the Green Revolution could claim its
major successes (Cullather, 2010; Harwood, 2012). The assertion that SRI
cultivation methods are capable of producing very high rice yields clearly
addresses the food security narrative, and as such it represented a
challenge to agronomic researchers working on competing technologies
(Glover, 2014). In India, as in some other countries, this narrative about
yields (and hence food security) seemed to attract at least some support
for SRI from policy makers and donors. Newspapers and other media
enthusiastically relayed reports of high yields in areas of India where SRI
had been introduced (Basu and Leeuwis, 2012).
A second narrative associated with SRI concerns sustainable agriculture
and agro-ecology. This narrative is often associated with social movements
that reacted against the kinds of industrial agriculture promoted by the
Green Revolution. However, this narrative also has a broader basis in
s ie e, poli
a d p i ate i dust
et o ks, o e ted
g ee
k o ledge Ja iso ,
. Ea l e sio s of the sustai a ilit a ati e
can be traced back to the early twentieth century, when several ecological
ideas about farming emerged (Harwood, 1990). Developments in agro-
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ecology research, in particular the emergence of systems ecology,
contributed to the (contested) idea that ecologies developed towards an
equilibrium and that human intervention could help to achieve and sustain
a steady state (Kwa, 1987).
Smallholder farmers typically work within tight ecological constraints,
striving to ensure that the returns to their labour and other inputs
provide an acceptable livelihood. Sustainable agriculture is not only about
preserving the ecological integrity of a system but also diminishing any
negative effects of uncontrollable changes in the costs of external inputs or
the prices of farm products (Netting, 1980). In its mythological form, the
key lesson of this narrative is that taking excessive risk by overexploiting
resources, or relying too heavily on external inputs, leads to misfortune in
the long run. However, translating this narrative into clearly defined and
measurable units is very difficult. Agro-ecological researchers typically
work with models that incorporate a variety of input factors and conceive
outcomes as emergent properties of systemic processes rather than
straightforward input—output ratios (Tittonell, 2014). The unit of analysis
a e a fa , ut t pi all is the o e a st a t fa i g s ste
hi h
refers to a certain abstracted notion of farming based on a particular
matrix of inputs and contextual conditions.
The farming systems perspective makes the sustainable agriculture
narrative particularly interesting for researchers and practitioners who
work with farming communities. In place of a singular focus on crop yield,
a diverse range of farm innovations, ecological factors and livelihoods
concerns may be experimented with, tested and promoted. For policy
makers the sustainable agriculture narrative offers a wider scope for
intervention. Nonetheless, policy goals are typically expressed in terms of
crop yields or economic measures such as costs and profits. Although such
reductions are at odds with the agro-e ologists a ati es of sustai a le
agriculture, they may have to be accepted in order to fit into policy
agendas or show that sustainability can contribute directly to food
security. The framing of the synergetic interactions claimed to operate
within SRI illustrates this pragmatic accommodation to prevailing policy
and bureaucratic concerns about yield and food security, encapsulated in
sloga s that e phasise p odu ti e effi ie
su h as p odu i g o e ith
less o
o e op pe d op “i ha et al., 2007; Uphoff et al., 2009).
Anthropologie & développement n°46-47 / 2017
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Within activist and NGO networks, however, the sustainable agriculture
narrative is an important motivation for promoting SRI. For example,
organisations such as Watershed Support Services and Activities Network
WA““AN, “e u de a ad, Tela ga a a d the People s “ ie e I stitute
(PSI, Dehradun, Uttarakhand), two major NGOs that promote SRI in India,
do so within a strategic framework that emphasises the sustainable use of
human and natural resources to improve the livelihoods of the rural
population.
The disputes about SRI can be linked directly to these two overarching
narratives. SRI became a vehicle for these competing development
storylines, generating high expectations, keen attention and controversy.
These associations dragged SRI into the realm of technopolitical
mythology. Within this development narrative of SRI, the views and
perspectives of farmers do not figure very prominently. In the next section
we examine the contrasting ways in which mythological narratives shape
SRI at the local level.

Local mythology: Scheduling transplanting dates and the ritual of

Din Bar
The importance of rice in Asian countries is reflected in its appearance in
many mythical and religious stories (Ohnuki-Tierney, 1994). In Hinduism,
I dia s do i a t eligio , i e is p o i e t i the
thi al tales of the
goddess Lakshmi. Connections between these mythical stories and
agricultural practice are created through the performance of rituals
including those for land preparation, transplanting, post-transplanting,
harvesting and post-harvesting (Sammadar, 2006: 114). Central in the case
presented here is a transplanting ritual. The essential feature of the ritual
is a decision about what day the rice season will officially start. This day,
called Din Bar, initiates transplanting activities in the light of the availability
of water. The introduction of SRI interfered with this ritual in three villages
in the Himalayas of Uttarakhand: Phalenda, Thayeli and Dakhwangaon,
where it was introduced from 2008 by PSI in cooperation with another
NGO, the Mount Valley Development Agency (MVDA). This section of the
paper is based on fieldwork carried out by the first author (D. Sen) in two
consecutive rice cultivation seasons from 2011 to 2013.
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SRI

S/B

SRI

S/B

SRI

(Lower fields)

Thayeli

(Middle fields)

Dakhwangaon

(Upper fields)

4

N

1

N

2

N

N

3

May
4

T

N

1

2

N

T

T

3

June

T

4

T

T

1

2-4

July
1-4

Aug

H

1

H

2

H

H

3

Sept
4

H

1

2

3

Oct

H

4

Table 1: Calendar for starting nurseries (N), transplanting (T) and harvesting (H) in villages, 2008 rice season, differentiated
between Saindha and Bina (S/B) fields and SRI (SRI) fields.

S/B

Phalenda

Apr
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The day for Din Bar in each village is selected by the Gram Panchayat,
the village council. The Gram Panchayat first checks with local farmers if
they are ready to start field operations, beginning with transplanting.
The village priest is then summoned to consult the Panchang, the Hindu
almanac, to propose a suitable date. The common belief is that fixing the
start of the season in this manner protects the crop from damage by
natural disasters such as droughts, floods, storms, pests and diseases.
Villagers who disregard the Din Bar ritual and start transplanting
beforehand face social denunciation. Conventional seedling nurseries are
established a couple of months before the expected date of Din Bar.
In 2008 MVDA initiated a first set of trials with SRI in 52 rice plots
belonging to 25 farm households in the three villages. From late May to
early June, trainers and farmers together constructed Raised Bed Nurseries
(RBNs), in which seedlings are grown on pieces of ground that are raised
and levelled slightly above the surrounding soil. The planting schedules
that resulted from this activity are presented in Table 1. Fields where SRI
methods were not applied were either transplanted with seedlings from
other seedbeds or direct-seeded. Fields where seedlings were transplanted
from seedbeds were termed Bina (Bijwad in Dakhwangaon), while directseeded rice fields were called Saindha. Creating seedbeds and direct
sowing are done at approximately the same time. Saindha fields may also
be used as a source of seedlings, which may be transplanted into other
fields later on.
In Phalenda and Dakhwangaon the transplanting of all rice fields,
including the SRI fields, was synchronised by the declaration of Din Bar.
Since SRI requires very young seedlings, the RBNs for these fields had to be
built and sown later. In Phalenda this was done around the first week of
June rather than in April, in order to fit with the expected date of Din Bar.
Farmers from Phalenda reflected on the consequences of this approach:
Though the e as p ofuse tille i g i the “‘I op, it did ot ipe
along with our other rice crops. At the time of transplanting, SRI
seedlings were just 8–12 days old whereas other seedlings were
already 30–40 days old. Therefore the grains of the SRI crop
matured late, and they were subject to damage by stray livestock
and monkeys. If SRI seedlings could have been transplanted
15–20 days earlier, we could have got higher grain production
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ith i
2011).

eased ields

Fo us G oup Dis ussio s, Phale da,

July,

In Dakhwangaon the RBNs were established in the third week of June
and transplanting commenced after Din Bar (30th June 2008). By that
time, the SRI seedlings were only a couple of weeks old whereas the
conventionally raised seedlings had been growing for more than two
months. As a result, the rice from SRI fields was harvested almost two
months later than normal. This had a negative impact on the rice yields
from SRI plots. By late September and early October temperatures in the
higher mountain areas, where Dakhwangaon is located, drop quite quickly
and delay the ripening of the rice crop. Some of the SRI paddy did not ripen
at all.
In Thayeli the MVDA staff took a different approach. They proposed to
advance the date of Din Bar for SRI fields. The RBNs for the SRI plots were
established in the third week of May. Thirteen of the participating
18 households in Thayeli transplanted from their RBNs during the first
week of June, ahead of Din Bar (25th June 2008). The farmers recalled that
grain yields from SRI plots that year were much higher than on
conventional plots.
In the second year of SRI, farmers in Phalenda also decided to establish
RBNs earlier, around mid-May. They transplanted the 10- to 15-days-old
seedlings before Din Bar, which was set for 20 June 2009. During the
season, excessive rainfall damaged the crop in several fields. This
misfortune was blamed by the community on the early transplanting of SRI
fields. Villagers felt that disregarding Din Bar in the future could bring more
disaster. However, rather than reverting to conventional practice, the
villagers decided to observe two separate rituals, establishing one Din Bar
for SRI fields (around the end of May) and another Din Bar for the other
fields. In this way the harvest period for both cultivation methods, rather
than the transplanting period, was synchronised. A second innovation was
that the responsibility of consulting the village priest to fix the date for the
new SRI Din Bar was taken up by the Village-Level Resource Person (VLRP)
rather than the Gram Panchayat. The VLRP was a leading SRI farmer in the
community, appointed to work with the MVDA as the principal contact
person in the village. The inauguration of a second Din Bar ritual was not
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uncontested. In Phalenda there is a rather high proportion (about 40 per
cent) of unirrigated (rainfed) fields used for crops other than rice, despite
a pe e ial a al i igatio s ste . These fields e ui e the fa e s full
attention at the start of the season. Objections against the creation of
another festive day came primarily from households farming the
unirrigated fields. By 2012, 60 out of 113 resident farm households in
Phalenda had practised SRI methods on at least one field in at least one
year.
In Thayeli the situation was different. From 2009 onwards, farmers
completely abandoned the Din Bar ritual. They synchronised the sowing of
all nurseries and Saindha fields around mid-May, and began transplanting
young seedlings from RBNs in the last week of May. Thayeli has a smaller
number of unirrigated plots and the continuous availability of canal water
facilitated the early transplanting of young seedlings from RBNs. Many of
the farm households practising SRI methods in Thayeli also began to thin
out the seedlings in their direct-seeded Saindha fields at the same time as
they transplanted their young RBN seedlings for SRI. This meant that the
thinning of the Saindha fields and the transplanting of seedlings from
Saindha plots into additional rice plots were also completed earlier than in
the past, which allowed the farm households to complete their land
preparation and transplanting operations in one go. Since the farmers had
not observed any adverse effects on grain yields or any other negative
signs, they felt it was no longer necessary to consult the village priest to
arrange the Din Bar ritual. Other rituals related to farm operations, such as
Koali Din which marked the start of harvesting, were not abandoned.
Farmers in Thayeli expressed an overall satisfaction with SRI:
I eased g ai ields i the e fi st ea of “‘I oti ated us to
give up Din Bar in the second year. Before we used to do
transplanting from Saindha, and weeding used to take a lot of our
time. All of us therefore readily agreed to convert our plots under
“‘I Fo us G oup Dis ussio s, Tha eli, July, 2011).

Dakhwangaon is situated at a higher elevation, where the season in
which rice can be grown is shorter, due to lower temperatures. At the
beginning of the season there is not enough water to serve all the fields.
Rice fields located farther away from the homestead are direct-seeded
(Saindha). For most of the other rice fields, seedlings are kept in the
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nursery for an extended period and transplanted when they are much
older, once the availability of water has improved. The restricted
availability of water at the beginning of the season excludes the option
of transplanting young seedlings for most of the rice fields. Farmers
explained:
We a eithe go fo ea l t a spla ti g o esta lish ‘BNs late ,
as the op o t ipe . “i e ou illage is lo ated at a highe
altitude it gets cold here earlier. For two years [2009 and 2010],
some of us kept on trying to transplant young seedlings after Din
Bar without success. The next year we just took [older] seedlings
from Saindha and transplanted them at wider spacing after the Din
Bar, and the crop ripened at the right time. This is how we
adjusted a o di g to ou situatio
Fo us G oup Dis ussio s,
Dakhwangaon, 28 July 2011).

Forty out of 60 farm households in Dakhwangaon tried SRI, but most of
these transplanted older seedlings taken from Saindha fields or
conventional seedbeds after the announcement of Din Bar. Only two
farmers sowed RBNs in the first half of May and transplanted early, before
Din Bar. Elderly farmers of the village expressed their discontent about
this, but overall SRI was not dismissed as bad practice. These adjustments
in Dakhwangaon basically reduced the original set of SRI principles to the
transplanting of older seedlings, spaced more widely than in traditional
practice.
The changes to the institution of Din Bar in Phalenda, Thayeli and
Dakhwangaon are summarised in Table 2. The farmers in the three
Himalayan villages did not assess SRI on the basis of straightforward
productivity measurements. Farmers certainly value yields for food
security and the production of a marketable surplus. They are experienced
in allocating scarce resources and inputs to achieve an acceptable output
from their rice fields. However, an equally important value in this situation
is the coordination of farm operations across a community of neighbours.
Many of the adjustments made in the sowing and transplanting activities
were introduced in order to better coordinate the efforts of groups of
farmers. In doing so, the farmers treated the SRI methods, to which they
were introduced by MVDA, not as a fixed technological package but as a
set of options or propositions that added to the existing range of ways of
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growing rice in their community. In the process, the traditional rituals and
conventional rhythms of farming were readily adjusted and revised with
considerable flexibility, to accommodate new technical practices and suit
changing circumstances.
Phalenda

Thayeli

Dakhwangaon

Saindha/Bina

SRI

Saindha/Bina

SRI

Saindha/Bina

SRI

2008
2009
2010

17 June
20 June
18 June

25 June
-

-

30 June
2 July
29 June

-

2011

13 June

-

-

15 June

-

2012

11 June

30
May
2
June
29
May

-

-

18 June

-

Table 2: Dates of traditional and SRI-related Din Bar
in three villages for five seasons.

Conclusion
Story telling is an important means of expressing hope and belief in a
better future. Technology often features in such stories as a means of
bringing about that better future. We have argued that such projections
onto technology have mythological characteristics. Technologies are often
portrayed as simple solutions to problems which, in reality, have complex
socio-economic and institutional causes as well as technical aspects. We
have suggested that a technical fix, that is, an attempt to solve complex
social-economic problems with a single technical innovation, contributes
to controversies around technological options such as SRI. SRI has been
contested partly because the narratives to which it has been attached
(food security, agro-ecology) evoke sensitive values close to the heart
of agriculture-for-development narratives. Three of these core values are
prominent in the SRI debate. First, the contestation over yield claims
relates to the core narrative about global food security, which in
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its mythological aspects relates to Malthusian concerns about the
relationship between population, food production, and hunger. The
second controversial issue concerns the claim of synergetic effects, which
addresses the overarching narrative of sustainable agriculture and overlaps
with wider contestations around agro-ecology. The mythological form of
this storyline relates to resource scarcity and resource-use efficiency, and
the risks of depending on external inputs. The third topic of contestation
concerns the distribution of SRI and contested claims about how many
farmers have adopted the new method. The mythological development
narrative behind this story concerns the need to achieve impact at scale if
moral obligations are to be fulfilled and disaster is to be avoided.
Development narratives typically reduce technology conceptually to a
discrete, self-sufficient, transferable package. The distillation of technology
into a concise list of inputs and prescribed methods serves to make the
technology mobile and also assists policy makers to trace its spread and
measure its impact. However, the messy reality of development or farming
practice, which we illustrated with evidence from the three case study
villages in the Himalayas, means that there is no immediate or even steady
adoption of SRI as a whole package. The farmers and communities in each
village adapted their rice cultivation methods in ways that deviated from
the formal guidelines they were given, which were also distinct from the
variations of SRI practised in the other two villages. The case material also
showed how the changes to cultivation practices were linked to religious
mythology, as expressed in the ritual to settle a date for Din Bar. The
underlying purpose of these ritual practices is to safeguard important
community values including successful harvests and the long-term survival
of the community. The rituals help to synchronise farming activities across
the community in order to ensure that crops are sown and harvested at
propitious times. Such rituals are not merely cultural epiphenomena but
relate to the same kinds of storylines as in global development discourse –
concerning the values of food security, agro-ecological sustainability, and
the distribution of burdens and benefits across the community. At both
local and global levels, ritual practices and mythological narratives function
as important tools for development. It is a mistake, however, to imagine
that global concerns may be translated directly into local practices through
magical beliefs about the dissemination of technology packages.
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